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Summary Schedule

FINISHED LEATHER

Corrigendum

Austria

Tariffs:

Leave out "ex" before tariff numbers 41.02, 41.03 and 41.04 (all the sub-items are included in the table).

The following notes to tariff items 41.02 and 41.04 should be included in the table:

ad 41.02: Note (1) Calf leather of sub-heading A, intended for the manufacture of cylinder sleeving, cords for spinning machinery and belts known as "Casablanca" belts, imported by spinning mills and manufacturers of leather technical articles, subject to permit

.......... Free

Note (2) Bovine, equine and Indian kip splits, falling within sub-heading B, tanned, uncurried, whether or not in the form of whole skins, intended for leather manufacturers and curriers, for currying, subject to permit

.......... 3%

ad 41.04: Note (1) Diaphragm skins, falling within sub-heading B3, intended for the manufacture of gas meters, subject to permit

.......... 5%

Note (2) Suède skins, falling within sub-heading B3:

(a) on production of a certificate from the Federal Ministry of Trade and Reconstruction attesting that such skins are not manufactured in Austria

.......... 5%
Quantitative Restrictions:

Certain types of leather (i.e. bovine, cattle leather, sheep and lamb skin leather, goat and kid skin leather, all of them with the exception of leather falling within tariff headings nos. 41.06, 41.07 or 41.08) are liberalized vis-à-vis the OEEC area and the United States and Canada.

Others:

Export licences are only required for leather not falling under tariff headings 41.02, 41.03 and 41.04.